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EDITORIAL
Welcome to issue 7, the first Christmas newsletter! In celebration, there
is a special feature on the Beano and
Dandy Christmas issues on the centre
pages.
Staying with Christmas,
I am huge fan of
Christmas issues, adverts in comics and
comic free gifts, so I
was delighted when
local subscriber Barry
Reynolds, of Sussex,
sent me a picture of
this advert for the first
Beano Christmas issue.
My thanks go to our now resident
contributer, Norman Wright, for his
article on the early years of The
Beezer, on pages 3-5. His knowledge
and enthusiasm towards British comics
really
shines
through in his articles as it does in his
latest
book:
“Masters of Fun &
Thrills: The British
Comic Artists Vol.
1”. The book is
available
directly
from Norman at the
special
price
of
£15.00 plus P&P, as
follows: UK £2.00, Europe £3.90
Worldwide
£5.25.
If
interested,
please send a cheque, payable to N.
Wright, to 18 Lighthouse Road,
Swanage, BH19 2JJ or you can pay
by PayPal (£1.00 surcharge)
to
mossyface@hotmail.com.
Some 214 pages explore in
detail 14 great British comic
artists including, of most interest to members of this

Beano Banners & Red Racketty

club, David Law, Hugh McNeill, Ken
Reid and Dudley Watkins. A ‘must’ for
the nostalgic enthusiast and the serious scholar.
Straight from the vaults of DC Thomson come many previously unseen
images of printing works, artwork and
more
in
this
lovely book written, in part, by
Morris Heggie. I
have a suspicion
there will be one
in my Christmas
stocking but I
still could not
resist a look in
Waterstones! It looks like another
must for the collector. Amazon are
probably the cheapest online outlet
(£17.50) but you can find it in most
good bookshops with an RRP of
£25.00.
Following the article on the rarity of
1940s annuals, in issue 6, a subscriber commented “Although it may
be possible to get any annual "if you
look hard enough" I think that trying
to find fine copies of the books is another matter and fine copies of some
years are rare.” I agree with his comments.

thanks to Ray Moore whose knowledge and enthusiasm towards all aspects of British comics never ceases
to amaze me. Your ongoing help is
very much appreciated.
Written by Ray, The
Beano Diaries is an
invaluable source of
information to the
Beano enthusiast and
I have a few sets left
at £17.50, plus P&P.
Something that makes the running of
the club all the more worthwhile is
receiving letters and emails from you,
the club subscriber. By all means send
me your thoughts and comments,
both on the club and the Beano and
Dandy in general, and I will try to
publish as many as space permits.
That’s about it from me this time. For
the Topper fans out there, here’s the
final panel from the front cover
Mickey the Monkey strip as seen in
first Topper Christmas issue, of 1953.

Whatever grade of books you seek,
one thing for sure is that this is the
time of year for annuals. The shops
are full of them.
Seventy years ago
the #1 issue of the
most aptly named
of all children’s annuals, “The Dandy
Monster Comic”, hit
the newsstands. I have a few copies
left of the facsimile at the giveaway
price of £3 each, plus P&P.
I would like to express my sincere

- -
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Phil
It was most interesting to read The
Beano and Dandy Collectors' Club
Issue 5 with reference to our comic
auctions. I well remember Phil buying
the Fine 1939 Dandy. It is probably
the best example in existence and,
dare I say, it was rather cheap at
£2,500! My enthusiasm for the clean
back board was not a marketing ploy
by the way; it was totally genuine.
Janet and I established Hamer 20th
Century Books in 1986 whilst we were
still teaching and at first we decided
to deal in Modern First Editions which
we bought signed from the publishers
- an idea Waterstones have done very
well with since incidentally! We did a
gig at the NEC and took some secondhand books which we sold out. The
next morning I bought a load of books
from Oxfam to keep us going. I was
interviewed on Radio Birmingham and
asked what books were at a premium.
I found myself saying "Rupert Bear".
Over the next couple of days of the
show people were arriving with Rupert
books in armfuls and we were selling
them instantly. And lo we became
specialists overnight. I left teaching to
work as a full time bookseller in 1992.
Janet followed in 1995.

Denis was the best comic historian in
the business and a prolific writer on
the subject. Upon Denis' sad death we
were employed by his agents to sell
his massive collection. The stuff arrived on a groaning lorry. It was
housed in some 600 boxes and
weighed around 10 tons. It had taken
almost a month to empty his terraced
house. Comics were everywhere even in the oven.
Denis was a good friend of the late
Bob Monkhouse OBE - they both attended Dulwich College - and we
asked Bob to write the foreword for
the first sales catalogue which he will-

Hamer Auctions was a great time for
us. Our first sale was in a local school
in 1994 and we employed a professional auctioneer. By 1996 I decided,
with some trepidation, to work on the
hammer myself. It was a little daunting, not least because we had on sale
the first Beano and Dandy annuals
and Sky TV wanted to film the auction
live so it wasn't the easiest of introductions to the auctioneering business. Anyway we got through and in
2000 we renovated the old hall at
Worksop Station where we held
monthly auctions for the next four
years.

ingly did. Bob became a good customer and friend. I remember cataloguing the first Ally Sloper's Half
Holiday from 1884 at an estimate of
£200. Bob asked us to "just buy it"
but he was up against a determined
and famous collector who was in a bar
in Rome at the time of the sale and
got carried away on the phone. Mr
Monkhouse was pleased to win the
item but not too pleased with the
hammer price of £3,600. I won't tell
you what he said.

The core of our sales were represented by the Denis Gifford Collection.

It took 2 years and 14 catalogues to
sell Denis' collection which realised
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about three quarters of a million
pounds.
We sold his No.1 Beano Comic in an
early auction but a viewer had complained that he thought the comic had
been trimmed - something Denis was
inclined to do even with his wonderful
American comic collection - maybe
because he thought they looked
neater or maybe he intended to bind
them at a later date. Anyway a national newspaper turned up at the
sale looking for a story - either the
comic made a fortune or didn't sell
because it was possibly trimmed. I
was determined it would sell even if I
had to buy it myself. The bidding began at the reserve of £2000 and I was
never so relieved when a hand went
up at £2100! The comic was sold and
the journalists went home without
reporting the story.
It seems a long time since we published The Hamer Comic Annual Guide
and Supplement but I have some
good news for the Beano fan. I am reestablishing the publishing arm of
Hamer 20th Century Books and with
kind permission of DC Thomson and
Co., Ltd will be producing in the next
few weeks “A Beano Comic A to Z”
aimed principally at the improving reader but a collectors' item in its
own right. There are 52 Beano Comic
covers brilliantly reproduced on A4
pages in full colour doubly representing each letter of the alphabet and
ranging from 1940's - 2008. The
books are £7.99 each but can be preordered by Collectors' Club Members
£7 post free in UK or add £3 overseas
mail.
Just
email
mj.hamer@btinternet.com or phone
01909 566900. Order by post to
Hamer
20th
Century
Books
(Publishing), 4 Springfield, Woodsetts,
Worksop S81 8QD. Delivery will be
mid to late January. The cover image
is a proof and may be slightly altered.
Best wishes to all, Martin Hamer

BEEZER: THE FORMATIVE YEARS
“Great News! A New Weekly Comic
Paper. The Beezer. It’s the latest
large-size all colour fun paper for
boys and girls”, thus heralded the
front of a four paged insert slipped
inside The Beano and designed to
inform prospective readers of the
forthcoming event. The centre of the
insert depicted some of the characters to be found in the new comic,
and the back page reminded wouldbe purchasers that the first two issues
would each contain a ‘free gift’ - a
‘Whizz Bang’ in No. 1 and a ‘Whistling
Whizzer’ in the second issue.

Despite being more than fifty years
ago, I still vividly recall enjoying the
noisy ‘free gift’ found inside that first

issue. Made of folded card and brown
paper, the ‘Whizz Bang’ certainly lived
up to its name and it was not long
before
my
fraught parents put a
limit on its
use. I was
evidently not
the
only
youngster
who appreciated
its
qualities for
it became a favourite give-away in
Thomson comics of the 1950s and
1960s.
DC Thomson obviously hoped that
their new comic would be as successful as its sister paper, Topper. Like
Topper, Beezer had large 41cm by
30cm pages
that gave it a
great
visual
impact, allowing the artwork to be
fully appreciated. Equally
important
was
Thomson’s attempt to
make the comic
parentally acceptable by devoting
several pages in each issue to features of an educational nature.
Beezer number one was dated January 21st, 1956 and appeared on newsagents’ counters on Tuesday 17th
January. The advert claim that it was
‘all colour’ was slightly misleading as
only eight of its twelve pages were in
full colour while the rest were printed

by Norman Wright

in red and black.
Cover star of Beezer was ‘Ginger’, a
perky, red headed youngster drawn
by
Dudley
Watkins.
‘
Ginger’ got off
to a chilly start
on No. 1 when
he woke up
shivering and
spent the rest
of the day trying to warm
up. When his
teeth wouldn’t
stop chattering
in class his
teacher made
him stand in
the corner wearing the dunce’s cap.
But the radiator there warmed him up
and Ginger ended up smiling. That
night he went to bed with two hot
water bottles.
Ginger was a departure from Thomson’s usual anthropomorphic cover
characters. He was a typical schoolboy whose scrapes never brought him
into contact with talking animals –
unless a spot of ventriloquism was
being practised! Most of Ginger’s early
adventures began and ended with him
in bed. The first frame usually depicted him in optimistic mood, while
the final one often found him far from
happy.
In
many
respects he resembled
that
other
iconic
Thomson
character, ‘Oor Wullie’, with a bed substituted for Wullie’s
upturned bucket.
The back cover of
Beezer No. 1, depicting ‘The Banana
Bunch’
creating
havoc at the zoo,
would have been
difficult to miss. It
was the work of Leo
Baxendale, already
firmly
established
as the creator of the
Bash Street Kids in
The
Beano.
The
‘Banana
Bunch’
were a more refined
looking crowd than
Danny & Co., but
their exploits were
equally zany. The
strip teemed with
life and a quick
count reveals over
one hundred characters and animals
racing around that
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first Banana Bunch page. In the following weeks the Bunch created mayhem in all manner of places. They
‘borrowed’
a
giant
crane
to
launch
their own
flying saucer in issue No. 3,
took over
the
dodgem
track
at
the local
fun-fair in
No. 7 and
had
fun
and games on a building site in issue
No. 8. Their final full colour, single
frame exploit was in Beezer No. 11
when they rolled iron eggs down the
local slag heap. In issues twelve and
thirteen the large single frame was
replaced by a slightly smaller main
picture supplemented by two scenesetting banks of regular sized frames.
Despite their popularity the ‘Banana
Bunch’ was relegated to an inside
page in issue No. 14 and, to add insult to injury, they were also deprived
of their full colour. In “A Very Funny
Business”, Leo Baxendale explained
that though ‘The Banana Bunch’ was
immensely popular, it was not the
company’s policy to have such a mad-

Despite his daring and
often highly dangerous
schemes he was invariably very pleased to find
his Mum or Dad in the
final frame.

cap strip on the cover of their comics.
Even before the first Beezer had appeared in the shops, lain Chisholm,
the editor, had been ordered to remove the strip from the back cover.

A popular female pickle
was ‘Calamity Jane’, a
little girl with a peculiar
hairstyle
who
seemed
incapable of moving without leaving a trail of destruction in her wake.
Jane’s calamities, while
usually unintentional, were invariably
far more devastating than those created by her Topper counter-part,
‘Beryl the Peril’. The final frame of
every strip had one, or both, of her
parents exclaiming, “Oh
Calamity!”
Another walking disaster
was ‘Colonel Blink - the
short sighted gink’ who
made his debut in Beezer
No. 148, in November 1958,
an issue notable for offering
readers the added bonus of
a free ‘tootle flute’. Blink

A comedy trio along more traditional
lines was ‘Pop Dick and Harry’. Each
week some new rivalry would develop
between Pop and his two sons, Dick
and Harry. Sometimes Pop would triumph, whilst on other occasions his
sons would come off on top. Later
‘Pop Dick and Harry’ replaced ‘Ginger’
on the cover.
Another offspring who caused his parents endless worry was ‘Baby Crockett’, who first crawled across a Beezer
page in September 1956. His gummy
smile and three strands of hair became his unmistakable trademark.

could scarcely see his hand in front of
his face and in his first exploit
was totally oblivious of the fact
that he risked life and limb
clambering over the girders of a
part finished building in the
belief that it was an hotel.
When he spoke to an upturned mop and received no
answer he grumbled about
the manners - and hair - of
the younger generation,
and when he went out for
the day to paint a landscape
he was unaware of the fact
that he was standing in
front of a large advertising
hoarding!
Humour of the ‘Tom & Jerry’
variety was found in ‘The
Hilly’s and the Billy’s’, a
strip chronicling the feuding
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antics of a pair of hillbilly families. Bundles
of dynamite, kegs of
gun-powder and tons
of buckshot were expended in the sneaky
tricks they played on
each other yet no one
ever seemed to get
hurt. ‘The Hilly’s and
the
Billy’s’
were
amongst my own favourite Beezer characters.
The New Year issue
for 1958 (No. 103)
was memorable for
introducing
another
iconic Beezer character: the hard
hearted and diminutive ‘Cap’n Hand’.
Hand’s mutinous crew laughed when
they saw the size of their new captain. They had already fed forty of his
predecessors
to
the
sharks and saw no reason why the latest recruit
should not go the same
way as the rest. But by
the end of the page,
when they lay strewn
over
the
deck, it began to dawn
on them that
things might
not always go
their
way.
‘Cap’n Hand’,
whose catch
phrase was,
“I’m Cap’n of
this ship, an’
ye’d better not f’get it!”,
was drawn initially by
Davey Law. His toothy
pirates, armed to the
teeth and bedecked in all
the traditional pirate paraphernalia were full of delicious humour and it is a
great pity that health problems prevented him continuing the series.
‘Cap’n Hand’ was taken over by other
artists including, for a time, Leo Baxendale.

Other
memorable
humorous
strips that
debuted
during the
comic’s
formative
decade
included:
‘The
Bad
Lads’, who
blundered
in
during
1960 and
spent their
entire career
unsuccessfully trying to make a living
out of crime, ‘Young Sid the Copper’s
Kid’ (1964) who usually outshone his
Dad when it came to capturing criminals.
‘Little
Mo’
(1964),
’Smiffy’ (1967) and ‘The Numskulls’ (1962)
also helped to
enliven
the
weekly
with
their comical
antics.
But
Beezer
had more to
offer readers
than humour.
Right from the
start it serialised
some
memorable
and enduring
adventure
picture
stories. The first
of these was ‘The Voyage of the Bushwhacker’, which got underway in full
colour on the inside cover of issue No.
1. The Bushwacker was a streamlined
land-yacht, built and skippered by
Slim Silver, who adventured around
the wild parts of the world in it.
Further inside the comic was the superlative ‘Lone Wolfe’: “A stirring tale
of the Wild West, and of a brave man
from Texas who stood for law and
order”. Ron Smith’s check-shirted
sharp-shooter rode the trail in
Beezer for several years in one of
the best westerns ever to appear in
a British comic.
Equally memorable was ‘The Kings of
Castaway Island’, recounting the
adventures of a family stranded on
an unknown island in the Indian
Ocean. The fuselage of their crashed
plane was converted into comfortable living quarters and the family
settled down to a life of adventure.
The island’s rich flora and fauna was
readily utilised by scriptwriter and
artist to add some exciting moments
of high adventure to the stories. An
added hazard were the Japanese

troops who invaded the
island but the four Kings,
Jungle Boy and an assortment of friendly animals
proved to be more than a
match for the forces of
the Rising Sun!
Another popular adventure strip was ‘The Showboat Circus’, recounting
the adventures of Sullivan’s Floating Circus in
the old west. This exciting series utilised elements from both Lone
Wolfe and The Kings of Castaway Island.
The Beezer had more than its fair
share of science fiction and fantasy
adventure strips and its big, colourful
pages were ideal for depicting weird
and wonderful creatures and contraptions. ‘The Black Sapper’ in his unstoppable machine, ‘The Earthworm’,
had been burrowing into bank vaults
since the late 1920’s in the pages of
DC
Thomson’s
story
paper Rover,
but his first
adventure in
picture strip
form
commenced
in
Beezer
No.
196 when he
gave up his
small-scale
operations in

order to concentrate on stealing the
Crown Jewels! Other successful S.F.
strips
included
‘The
Jellymen’,
’Bedlam’ and ‘The Survivors’.
During its formative years The Beezer
presented its readers with a superb
feast of memorable stories and characters that enterained, thrilled and
informed. To those of us who bought
it from the beginning it holds a very
special place in our affection.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear Phil,
Beano and Dandy readers will no
doubt be aware that Dandy has long
appeared proud of its record as the
world’s longest running comic. This
was achieved when it reached #3007
on 10th July 1999, beating the figure
previously set by Comic Cuts.
The Dandy understandably made
quite a fuss about this with a “Record
Breaker” issue and have since regularly referred to themselves as the
world’s longest running comic.
However, when Dandy re-launched
itself in October 2007 as Dandy Extreme, it began to be issued fortnightly. At the time, as reported in
the November 2007 issue of Book and
Magazine Collector, the Dandy Editor
Craig Graham was at pains to point
out that it was being updated rather
than replaced so would not lose its
record. That statement may have
been true so far as it went, and shows
that it remained a matter of pride, but
of course the Dandy being fortnightly,
the Beano has gradually “closed the
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gap”. As a result, on 8th November
2008 The Beano equalled the record;
that day both comics were #3457,
while the following week, on 15th November, Beano took the Dandy’s record away from it with issue #3458.
As time passes of course the gap will
become ever larger.
So, this was clearly an opportunity for
the Beano to celebrate a truly momentous landmark in comic history.
However, it did not get the slightest
of mentions; there was a free gift of a
“Wrist Shooter”, but of course free
gifts aren’t even news nowadays. One
can but imagine the editorial discussions at DC Thomson on the matter
with the Beano and Dandy Editors
fighting their respective corners on
whether the record should be given a
high profile.
Perhaps the Dandy Editor
had Desperate Dan at his
shoulder; even Dennis
couldn’t rival that.
Best Wishes, John Swan,
Tyne & Wear

THE BEANO & DANDY CHRISTMAS ISSUES
The Christmas issues are widely collected and it is not difficult to see why,
as the following collage of images from
various Christmas issues from 1937 to
1970 demonstrate. Please enjoy
them…
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SAVE WASTE PAPER, EVERYONE—AND WE’LL
It is well known that The Dandy and
The Beano comics were hit by wartime shortages. For the purposes of
this article most of the information
will be concerned with The Beano, but
the same principles applied to The
Dandy, since the two comics have run
side by side for over 70 years.
DC Thomson were generous with the
early comics with 28 pages printed on
good quality paper and roughly A4
(12 x 8.5 inches) in size. The Beano
enjoyed this combination for the first
62 issues, to 30th Sept 1939, coinciding almost exactly with the start of
the war. Despite retaining its dimensions at roughly A4, and being published weekly, the next 16 months
saw a dramatic reduction in page
number to nearly half its original size
– 28 pages fell to 24 in October 1940,
24 pages fell to 22, and then 20, in
June 1940 and, five months later in
November 1940, the count fell to 18.
Finally, in January 1941, 18 dropped
to 16.
Rather than cut the page number further, namely below 16, a decision was
made to cut publication of the comic
to a fortnightly basis, running on alternate weeks with The Dandy. The
Beano comic #160 (16th August 1941)
was the last issue
to be published
weekly.
Inside
were several editorial notes, pictured here.
During the war,
DC Thomson published several paperback books to
report
on
the whereabouts
of
their staff.
They were
posted to all
serving staff
members,
worldwide,
wherever
they were
stationed.

GET

HITLER

Times”,
“Woman’s
Weekly”,
“Skipper”, “Magic” and “Dixon Hawke
Library” have had to be sacrificed, but
they have not been stopped, only
temporarily suspended. It’s a strange
existence for those of us who are left,
with no “pushes”, no supplements, no
contents bills and posters, but we
have not gone to sleep, and there is a
certain liveliness in all departments
which promises well for the days of
peace that we hope are not too far
distant.”
Indeed, it was not just The Beano and
The Dandy that were being hit hard at
this stage. In Magic comic #80 of
January 1941, the following message
was seen:
“This copy of THE MAGIC is the last
one to appear for the present. Owing
to the war we have to stop printing
the paper. As soon as possible THE
MAGIC will come out again full of
good stories, pictures and comics. Till
then, good luck to you all. Your Editor.”
In 1939 the National Service (Armed
Forces) Act was passed which reintroduced conscription. Many men
were called upon to carry out their
duty for King and Country, and this
included numerous DC Thomson employees.
The Editorial team of The Beano was
hit particularly hard. Three of the four
top members were called up for duty.
The Editor, George Moonie, joined the
Royal Marines in January 1941 and
did not return until 1946. The Chief
Sub-Editor, Ron Fraser, and one of
the two Sub-Editors, Ian Chisholm,
both joined the RAF, the latter leaving
in January 1941 and not returning
until late 1945. The Dandy did not go
unaffected either; Albert
Barnes, the comic’s first
Editor
and
pictured
here, signed up to The
Royal Navy in 1940 and
was away for six years,
returning in 1946. Several other junior subeditors were also called up but, for
the most part, did not return to DC
Thomson; their horizons, as was often
the case, having been broadened by
the conflict.
Despite these losses to the editorial
department, the fortnightly printing
schedules that were introduced in
1941 allowed for the doubling up of
the remaining editorial staff, so production could still continue.

Commenting on war shortages in the
“Courier Folks in War” book, it read
“The magazines, too, are cut to a
third of pre-war size, and are fortnightly instead of weekly. “Topical

In the editorial of “Courier Folks in
War”, when discussing the status of
the staff who work in each Thomson
HQ department, it read: “Many of the
rooms are strangely empty, but the
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ON THE RUN! by Phil Shrimpton
work goes on unceasingly. The daily
and weekly newspapers have been
reduced almost to skeleton form, but
they are as full of pep as ever.”
In the editorial of the “Thomson Staffs
1944 Parade” edition, one paragraph
read “On the home front our numbers
have been depleted to such an extent
that in most departments the absolute
limit has been reached. Still we carry
on cheerfully, and manage to produce
all our various newspapers and magazines. Already we are wondering when
the paper situation will improve to
such an extent that we shall be able
to resume weekly publications of our
magazines, and increase the size of
both these and our newspapers.”
Although times were tough, it was
clear that the company, and its staff,
were keen to keep morale high.
Very few were exempt from conscription. However, it is noteworthy that
DC Thomson convinced the authorities
that Dudley Watkins, the staff artist
who, at the time, was responsible for
drawing The Broons, Oor Wullie, Desperate Dan, Lord Snooty and His Pals,
The Adventures of Tom Thumb, Our
Gang and Smarty Grandpa, was too
vital an asset for them to lose. Consequently, he was excused from any war
service which took him away from
Dundee. Instead he became a War
Reserve Constable working in Fife between 1939 and 1945, which allowed
him to continue his work for DC
Thomson without interruption.
Despite alternating publication of The
Beano and The Dandy every other
week, in January 1942 another page
reduction was seen – from 16 to 14,
and in April of the same year it reduced to 12, its lowest wartime level.
Interestingly, the fortnightly publishing schedule, which saw the Dandy
published one week and then the
Beano the next, and which applied up
until the Summer of 1949, did not last
as long for the Thomson boy's paper
titles. From 1946 to 1949 these titles
moved on from a fortnightly publishing schedule to a rather complicated
'three weeks in four' schedule which
allowed the reader to buy three of the
four boy's titles then still available,
namely Adventure, Rover, Wizard and
Hotspur, on any given week.
War shortages affected comic production far beyond the war. In fact the
situation for The Beano and The
Dandy was set to get worse beyond
1945. In April 1947 the page count
dropped to 10, the lowest ever recorded for the comics.
It is worth noting that, despite this,
when the Dandy and Beano failed to

appear for a whole month in March
1947, this was not as a consequence
of an additional paper shortage, but
because of the terrible Winter weather
conditions that then prevailed. DC
Thomson took the decision not to
publish an issue for mid-March since
the weather conditions would have
made distribution impossible.
In January 1948, the paper size of
The Beano was reduced from 8.5 x 12
inch (A4) to 7 x 11.75 inches. A far
cry from the 28 pages that were seen
in the first 12 or so months but, importantly, the comic was surviving.
Later that year, a glimmer of hope
emerged when, in October, the page
count returned to 12, but it was only
on alternate fortnights. In March
1949, with issue #357, the page
count stabilized at 12 and several
weeks later, in July, weekly production resumed with issue #367. Ink
was another commodity whose supply
was restricted during the war. Despite
the front cover remaining in full colour
throughout the war, the first full colour back page did not appear until
#369. Finally, in June 1950, the comic
returned to its original dimensions.
It was another decade before further
changes were seen, and two came in
one week. The first was an increase in
page number from 12 to 16. As well
as numbers of pages, another adverse
affect of the war was the ceasing of
giving away free gifts. Up to early
1940, 8 free gifts were given with The
Beano, and 10 with the Dandy, before
an abrupt end to the practice. The
second change was that two free gifts
appeared in both The Beano and The
Dandy in October and November
1960, the first gifts given for 20
years!
Throughout the war the publishers
actively encouraged the recycling of
paper. Afterall, the more paper that
was recycled the more they would
have available for printing comics.
Most issues of The Beano and The
Dandy, throughout the war years and
beyond, featured ‘save waste paper’
adverts. In true comic style these
were always either humorous or designed to really drive the message
home. A few examples are seen here.
The following advert implied that if a
reader ordered his or her copy from
the newsagent, then their copy was
guaranteed.
Despite
what
the advert may
be saying, DC
Thomson,
or
any other publisher for that
matter,
could
not
guarantee
that a reader would receive a copy of
any comic or magazine. All it could do

was to increase the chances of getting
one by prioritising the means by
which they would be available. For
instance, top priority would be given
to those that ordered a copy directly
from the publisher and then after
that to those that pre-ordered their
copy from the newsagents', leaving
any spare copies after that to be
available on the usual first come first
served basis.
In most instances this system would
see those that specifically ordered an
item getting a copy but if, say for the
sake of argument, DC Thomson had
been allocated enough paper to publish 300,000 12 page Beano comics
per fortnight, and 300,001 people
decided to order their copy direct
from the publisher, then despite this
priority system somebody would miss
out. On a week to week basis the paper would not be available to produce
any more than the allocation. However, in the longer term, if sales figures indicated that a title was proving popular enough, then more copies could be produced to meet the
demand but only at the expense of
decreasing the allocation of paper to
the production of a comparatively less
popular title.
Although this article is focussed primarily on The Beano comic, it is pertinent to discuss how DC Thomson’s
main competitor, the Amalgamated
Press, answered war-time printing
shortages. As well
as the standard
loss
of
pages
within
all
titles
several titles were,
for the most part,
amalgamated/
cancelled as a direct result of the
rationing of paper.
On
18th
May
1940, as the direct
result of the loss of a cargo of woodpulp on a torpedoed merchant ship,
Butterfly (inc Tip Top), Golden Fun
and Story (inc Jingles), The Jester
(inc Funny Wonder), The Joker (inc
Chips), Larks (inc Comic Cuts), Puck
(inc Sunbeam), Tiger Tim's Weekly
(inc Rainbow) Boy's Cinema, Magnet
(inc Knockout), Schoolgirl (inc Girl's
Crystal) and War Thriller all went in
the same week.
In the following week, 25th May
1940, several more bit the dust, including Sunbeam (inc Tiny Tots),
Champion Library, Detective Weekly
and Triumph. Then, on 6th June
Schoolgirl's Own Library vanished. A
year later, in May 1941, Bubbles (inc
Chicks' Own) and Crackers (inc Jingles) were amalgamated.
The Jolly Comic (inc Comic Cuts),
Gem (inc Triumph), Modern Boy (inc
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Boy's Cinema) and Sport's Budget (inc
Detective Weekly) were all lost in late
1939, but it is debatable whether the
war directly brought about their demise.
The following titles survived, but on
an extended fortnightly publishing
schedule within the years stated in
brackets: Chick's Own (1940-1951),
Comic Cuts (1941-1952), Funny Wonder/Wonder (1942-1952), Illustrated
Chips (1941-1952), Jingles (19401952), Playbox (1941-1952), Rainbow
(1941-1952), Tiny Tots (1940-1951)
and Tip Top (1940-1952). All of these
titles had returned to a weekly publishing schedule by November 1952.
Finally there were those titles that
went through the war relatively unscathed and, despite a reduction in
pages, were published every week.
They included Film Fun, Knockout,
Radio Fun, Champion and Girl's Crystal and, of these, only the first three
managed to produce an annual every
year throughout the war.
I have mentioned in past newsletters,
and in fact on page 12 of this newsletter, that one of the main driving
forces for my collecting is the buzz of
the chase. Spending years seeking
elusive items is half the fun! The rarity
of the wartime comics was due to
three main factors, the first two being
most prevalent; 1) lower print runs,
2) readers being actively encouraged
to recycle their comics and 3) lower
quality paper. Certainly in terms of
the value of war time comics, the
mere fact that less survived enhances
their value – a simple case of demand
outweighing supply. In terms of collectibility though, the fact they are
rarer adds to the element of excitement in trying to obtain these issues.
The war had a profound effect on comic publishing at
the time and I, for one, are
very happy that The Beano
and The Dandy both survived
to tell the tale!

As noted in John Swan’s letter on page 5, The Dandy
has just been pipped to the
title of world’s longest running comic by its sister paper, The Beano. The Dandy
underwent a major facelift a
little over a year ago due to the influence of television, computers and the
21st Century in general. Hundreds of
British comics have come and gone,
many after just a few issues, but others after several decades; powerhouses such as Comic Cuts lasted 63
years, Buster 40 years, TV Comic,
Victor and Eagle (two editions combined) tallied just over 30 years each.
These are remarkable figures in themselves but they really emphasise the
success of The Dandy which turned 71
earlier this month.
This article explores the very first edition of The Dandy. For this, we must
go back to December 4th, 1937.
It was clear that this new paper came
from, and was aimed at, the working
class side of town. It was directed at
kids who would feel a part of the
comic as the characters were, in
many ways, based on them. The formula that DC Thomson formulated
was an instant success. Just 8 months
later the #1 Beano comic, based very
much on The Dandy, hit the newsstands and many more comics followed the same format, with varying
degrees of success.
It is noteworthy that DC Thomson’s
main competitor at the time, the
Amalgamated Press, was aware of the
success of the newfound style of The
Dandy. They launched their own rival
papers in the form of Radio Fun, in
October 1938, and Knockout in March
1939, although neither paper reached
the dizzy heights of success that The
Dandy and The Beano achieved.

THE DANDY BEGINNING
by Phil Shrimpton

stand out, the former occupying the
cover spot until 1984! Desperate Dan
is probably the most
famous Dandy character and went on to
have
five
of
his own annuals.
Smarty
Grandpa,
Barney
Boko
(pictured right), Podge and Our Gang
ran for 125, 258, 290 and 340 issues
respectively.

In keeping with the jovial nature of
the comic strips, an entire page was
devoted to jokes. It was headed
“Here’s the page that always wins –
For jolly jokes and cheery grins” and
called, quite simply, Jokes and Jokes
and Jokes.

There were 29 jokes in the first issue
and here are a couple of examples:
Old Gent – “What are you going to be
when you leave school, Johnny?”
Johnny – “Happy, sir”

A pertinent reason why the comic was
successful was the artistic talent of
Dudley Watkins. In the first issue,
Watkins drew Desperate Dan, Our
Gang and Smarty Grandpa. A couple
of years into The Dandy’s life, DC
Thomson put a strong case forward to
the authorities and persuaded them
to allow Dudley Watkins to conduct
his war duties on home turf, so that
he could draw uninterrupted throughout the war.

“Who gave you that black eye?”
“No one gave me it. I had to fight
hard to get it.”
An advert on the Jokes page enticed
readers towards the content of The
Dandy comic #2, stating that 6 stories, 5 stories in pictures and 14 comics were to be found, along with a
Jumping Frog free gift.

Another great asset to DC Thomson
was staff artist Allan Morley, regarded
so highly that he was given the rare
privilege of being allowed to sign his
work. Allan Morley drew Keyhole
Kate, Freddy the Fearless Fly and
Hungry Horace in the first issue and
all three characters went on to become reader favourites well into the
1950s. Keyhole Kate lasted for 721
issues, up to 1955, Freddy the Fearless Fly 667 issues to 1954 and Hungry Horace some 860 issues, to 1958.

Despite the fact that, in terms of page
space, nearly two-thirds of the first
Dandy comic was devoted to either
stories told in solid text form or adventure strips, it was evident that The
Dandy would depend on its comic
strips to drive its success. Of the 26
unique strips in the first issue, 15
were comic strips, 2 comic adventure
strips, 6 prose stories, 2 adventure
stories and 1 feature (a jokes page).
It is interesting to look at those characters that appeared in the first issue
and went on to become popular characters. From the first issue, 12 strips
lasted for more than 100 issues, 10 of
which were comic strips. These characters paved the way for the way the
Dandy comic.
Desperate Dan
and Korky Cat
are the two
that
really

Thomson to test characters without
committing too much space in the
comic to them.

What these three strips had in common was that they were all presented
in the same two line strip format, as
illustrated above, a style allowed DC
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A sure-fire way of selling more copies
of the #1 issue was to advertise in other comics. DC Thomson had an army of boys’ papers on the market in the form
of The Big Five (Adventure,
Rover, Wizard, Skipper and
Hotspur) and took full advantage of promoting their new
paper by advertising widely in
the weeks prior to early December, 1937. A full page advert, pictured top right opposite, was seen in one of these
papers in late November. It
showed the cover of the new
comic and introduced nine of
the new comic stars with a
short
anecdote,
such
as
“Hungry Horace – Oh Boy! Can
he shift the grub”, “Keyhole
Kate – She’s always looking
through keyholes – and getting

an eyeful of what she deserves” and
“Desperate Dan – The mightiest
tough in the West”.
Not only that, the advert placed a
large emphasis on the free gifts
given not only with issue 1, but issue 2 also. The Express Whistler was
a quality item made of tin and, in
the heyday of steam, would have
kept the kids amused for hours.
More fun than the whistler was the
gift that came with

Magic Sword. Several strips lasted for
38 issues, including Red Hoof, Lost on
the Mountain of Fear, The Two Brave
#2 – a jumping frog. If the publishers
could entice readers into buying the
first two issues, then they were half
way there to making the
comic a success.
Not only were full page
adverts featured in the
boys
papers,
but
flyer inserts

Runaways and The Daring Deeds of
Buck Wilson. Wee Tusky and Wig and
Wam the Skookum Twins battled on for
40 and 77 issues, respectively. Although considered less popular, these

were published, designed
to
be cut up
into a miniDandy comic,
snippets
of
which are seen pictured
left, right and above.
The
popular
characters
have been briefly discussed
but what of the lesser
characters which filled the
remainder of the comic?
They included The Tricks of
Tommy, Magic Mike and
his Magic Shop, Mugg Muggins, Sammy and his Sister
and Boaster Billy, all of
which lasted for just 10
issues. Slightly more popular were two stories which
lasted for 16 and 18 issues
respectively;
When
the
West was Wild and The

regularly
changing
characters were
important
in keeping
the
interests
of readers
keen.
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The Dandy is now a far cry from
where it began just over 70 years
ago. The comic was a gamble for DC
Thomson but, reaching out to a different target audience than previous
comics, both of its own making and
of its rivals, it heralded a watershed
in the history of British comics and
will be fondly remembered in its
original format for many
years to come.

BEANO BANNERS
by Phil Shrimpton

Much like a headline on the front of any
newspaper, from the very first issues The
Beano and The Dandy comics have had
colourful headers enticing the young
reader. Having recently handled the sale
of a small collection of early 1940s Beano
comics, the banners really caught my
attention in the way they were originally
intended...

THE RED RACKETTY
As I am sure you will appreciate, as a
collection grows and fewer items are
needed, it becomes harder and harder
to find items that you require,
whether that be outright or an upgrade. The upside of this is that when
an elusive item enters the market, it
adds greatly to the excitement.
I mentioned in my article on free
gifts, in issue 3, that the search for
the Dandy Whirly bird was no mean
feat — it lasted fifteen years! Having
waited for so long, it significantly
added to the enjoyment when the bird
finally landed.

by Phil Shrimpton

ples, which at least gave me hope
that they can be found. Then, a couple of months ago a double take moment ensued when scanning a
dealer’s catalogue, and the gift was
mine!
I am sure that you too have received
an item/s that you have longed for so
you will share the feeling.
As you are aware, I am a great fan of
adverts and flyers, so please enjoy
the surrounding images.

Another free gift which has eluded me
for many years is The Red Racketty,
given free with The Dandy comic
#1530, dated 20th March 1971. When
considering its relative youth, and the
fact that The Dandy Thunderbang,
given free with #1529, turns up fairly
frequently, the Red Racketty should
have been quite easy to trace.
I was unfortunate to have been outbid
twice at auction on different exam-
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